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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Cisco Nexus feature is best managed with DCNM-SAN?
A. AAA
B. VSS
C. domain parameters
D. virtual switches
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
As an HIM supervisor at Bayview Hospital, you supervise five
employees. One of y employees reports that a co-worker has
returned from lunch on numerous occasions with smell of alcohol
on his breath. What is the best approach in handling this
problem?
A. Handle the situation the same as you would any other disease
that affects an employee' work.
B. Terminate the employee immediately.
C. Ignore the report because it is hearsay.
D. Confront the employee and place him on suspension for 1
week.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have the following code:
You need to retrieve all of the numbers from the items variable
that are greater than 80.
Which code should you use?
A. Option D
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option C
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Example: All number larger than 15 from a list using the var
query = from num in numbers... contstruct:
var largeNumbersQuery = numbers2.Where(c =&gt; c &gt; 15);
Reference: How to: Write LINQ Queries in C#
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb397678.aspx
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